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The Regulatory regime on confessions embodied in section 17(2) read with
section 24 of the Evidence Act 1950 which is essentially based on old English
Common Law, has now become very formalistic and clogged by unnecessary
petty technicalities. It has not attained the original purpose of the rule: to
admit confessions of the accused persons only and only when voluntary. This
has often caused much injustice to the accused because many confessions that
are admitted against the confessors are usually not voluntary.

The Shariah regulatory regime on the other hand is so well structured that a
confession made by the accused is only admitted against him if the judge is
completely satisfied that it was free from the taint of inducement or oppressive
factors. In this way, the Shari‘ah regulatory regime is not only fair but just
and guided by principles of criminal justice system.

This paper seeks to comparatively appraise the two regulatory systems, with
the aim of attempting to persuade the Malaysian judiciary of the more fair
value system of Shari‘ah and to incorporate the essential principles into the
confession rules under the Evidence Act 1950.

Confessions1 have a crucial role in the criminal justice process.
Questioning of suspects is an essential investigation strategy of the
police and related authorities as it is frequently successful in eliciting
statements which can be used against the suspect. Many suspects
questioned by the police often make full or partial admissions and
most of those confessing plead guilty at trial. In fact guilty pleas are



officially encouraged by the system of sentencing discounts because
they contribute to efficient processing of cases and even relieve victims
and witnesses from the strain and stress of testifying at a contested
trial. Clearly, confessions are powerful instruments achieving two
important objectives of the criminal justice system, the conviction
of the guilty and the protections of victims and potential victims of
crimes.2

They may also have other positive values in the form of
psychological benefits for the suspects who make them. Confessions
are made to relieve feelings of guilt and of a need to talk about the
offence to a person in authority.3 That such therapeutic possibilities
of confession should not be overlooked, was lucidly asserted by
Wigmore:

“Every guilty person is almost always ready and desirous to confess as soon
as he is detected and arrested…the nervous pressure of guilt is enormous
… and when detection comes the pressure is relieved; and the deep sense of
relief makes confession satisfaction.”4

However, despite the importance of their role, confessions are among
the most significant causes of miscarriage of justice. Because of such
dangers, the common law came out with a regulatory regime aimed
at filtering out tainted confessions from being admitted.

Confessions are received in evidence as an exception to the hearsay
rule, being an out of court statement tendered in a criminal trial for
the truth of its contents.5 A confession is a statement by the accused
in which he admits committing the offence, or admits some fact
that goes to show he committed the offence. It is a species of informal
admission in a criminal case.6

The usual reason for receiving confessions was that such statements,
unlike other forms of hearsay, were inherently reliable, simply because
it was very unlikely that a suspect would confess to any crime he had
not committed that it was safe to rely upon the truth of what he
said.7 In fact a confession even if uncorroborated by any other

evidence, can found a conviction on its own8, though in practice it
may be prudent to look for some sort of supportive evidence.

Here Malaysia and Singapore and even England, differ from other
jurisdictions like India (the source of Evidence Act in Malaysia and
Singapore) and Scotland. Nevertheless, there has always been a general
discretion at common law to exclude a confession that has been
obtained by underhand means.

As early as the eighteenth century, it was recognized that the rationale
for adducing confession would only apply if they were made
voluntary, and that receiving involuntarily confessions into evidence
was potentially dangerous because they could be unreliable. It was
feared that people could be deceived, bribed or tricked or threatened
into making admissions. Consequently, safeguards were gradually
developed by the courts to prevent this occurring.9 By the mid-1700s,
Chief Baron Gilbert could say that confessions “must be voluntary
without compulsion”, to be admitted if only for the practical reason
that “extorted confessions are not to be depended upon”.10

By the late eighteenth century, a more precisely formulated rule
forbidding the admission of involuntarily confessions had emerged.
A confession of a defendant tried at Kent Assizes in 1774 was only
admitted after prosecution witness had been closely questioned as to
whether it was made freely, read over to him before he signed it, and
subject to any threats or promises. Confessions obtained in violation
of such prerequisites were increasingly excluded.11 The decision in R
v Warwickshall12 was important in crystallizing such an approach,
though it merely reiterated what had already become widespread and
long established practice. In subsequent years, a series of cases
appeared in which confession were excluded in criminal cases on the
same basis as in Warwickshall, that they were induced by a promise
of advantage or fear of a threat and an absence of such factors was
adopted by various treatise writers as indicative of voluntariness.13

Thus, in the celebrated locus classicus of Ibrahim v R14, Lord
Sumner succinctly said that: “It has long been established…that no
statement by an accused is admissible in evidence against him unless



it is shown by the prosecution to have been a voluntary statement,
in the sense that it has not be obtained from him either by fear of
prejudice or hope of advantage excited or held out by a person in
authority”. In the twentieth century, these two exclusionary grounds
were extended to include confessions that were extracted by
‘oppression’. At common law, this was defined as “…something,
which tends to sap and has sapped, that free will which must exist
before a confession in voluntary”.15 It was this judgment that planted
the seeds of a regulatory regime to filter out tainted confession from
being admitted in court against the accused, which eventually found
its way in a legislative form in the Indian, Sri Lankan, Malaysian,
and Singaporean Evidence Laws. But before discussing this legal
regime, it will be useful to briefly consider some important issues
raised by confession evidence.

Gross miscarriage of justice cases acutely highlight that confessions
is fraught with a number of troubling problems. These problems
can be cast into three broad classes; authenticity, legitimacy and
reliability. Authenticity is concerned with the question whether on
alleged confession was made at all and, if so in what terms, legitimacy
is concerned with the question whether the means used to procure
the confession were lawful and fair; reliability is concerned with the
question whether a legitimate confession is true or false. Though
these categories are analytically distinct, in practices cases may well
shade into each other and raise more than one of these issues, as
when a defendant alleges that he was induced by unlawful means
into making a confession, which was in fact untrue.

The authenticity of a confession is suspected when a defendant
alleges that it was fabricated. Fabrication may assume many forms.
One form is the invention of an alleged oral admission, the practice
commonly called ‘verballing’, a long-standing problem recognized
by the English Criminal Law Revision Committee and Royal
Commission on Criminal Procedure.16 Another form ‘verballing’
consists of tampering with a written statement after it had been signed
by the defendant. A third form, which shades into the legitimacy

issue, is where a police officer writes out a confession which the
defendant claims to have been coerced or tricked into signing.

Despite some research findings of therapeutic possibilities of
confessions17 and Wigmore’s claims that “(E)very guilty person is
almost always ready and desirous to confess as soon as he is detected
and arrested. The nervous pressure of guilt is enormous …… and
when detection comes the pressure is relieved; and the deep sense of
relief makes confession a satisfaction”.18 It is a trite that some pressure
or encouragement is necessary in most cases if suspects were to make
admissions. The question is then the proper limits of that pressure
and the legitimacy of admitting in evidence confession obtained in
breach of them. The miscarriage of justice cases show the types of
problems involved. Defendants in the Guildford Four and
Birmingham Six cases alleged that their written confessions were
extracted from them by the use of one or more various forms of
improper inducements and unacceptable manipulative methods of
interrogation. Such methods include directly coercive practices like
overt torture and violence, intimidation, degrading treatment, sleep
deprivation, sustained lengthy periods of interrogation, and other
forms of oppression. Manipulative methods may in some cases be
combined with denials of the suspect’s rights of due process. There
may be a failure by the police to caution the suspect, an unjustified
refusal of access to lawyer and so on. The use of inducements and
denials of due process in the process of interviewing of suspects
presents difficult problems for the law of evidence and has led to the
development of a complex legal regime.

The third essential issue is the reliability of the confession. Is it
true or false? Some voluntary confessions may be false. A substantial
body of research19 and anecdotal experience20 suggest many possible
reasons why people may make false confessions. Confessions may be
volunteered to well-publicised crimes; in such cases, they tend to be
made by persons seeking notoriety or suffering from guilt feelings or
indulging in criminal fantasies. Other unreliable confessions may
come from persons subjected to stress especially vulnerable suspects
such as juveniles and persons suffering from mental handicap or
mental disorder. Stress is a key factor in many false confessions. Under



the theory of ‘interrogative suggestibility’, it is said that certain people
have a psychological makeup, which makes it difficult for them to
resist the pressure of interrogation. To relieve them of this pressure
they readily falsely confess to the allegation against them.

The upshot is that the characteristics and personality of the
defendant and the style of the interview may be relevant in deciding
both whether the confession was improperly induced and whether
the confession is reliable.

The regulatory regime relating to the admissibility and use of evidence
of confession is found in section 17(2) (which defines a confession),
section 24 (which states the circumstances, which must exist for a
confession to be admissible. The Malaysian Evidence Act 1950, (like
the Singaporean counterpart and the Sri Lankan Evidence Ordinance)
owes its inspiration to and is essentially based on the Indian Evidence
1872, drafted by Sir Fitzames Stephen codifying the English
Common Law at that period.

Section 17(2) of the Act defines a confession as “an admission made
at any time by a person accused of an offence stating or suggesting
the inference that he committed that offence”. This definition is taken
from article 121 Stephen’s Digest of the Law of Evidence. In fact,
this definition is also embodied in section 17(2) of the Sri Lankan
Evidence Ordinance and in a like section of the Singaporean Evidence
Act. However, the Indian Evidence 1872, upon which the Malaysian,
Sri Lankan and Singapore evidence legislation are based does not
have a definition of confession.

The Privy Council through Lord Guest in Anandagoda v The Queen21

succinctly said that:

“The test whether the statement is a confession is an objective one, whether
to the mind of a reasonable person reading the statement at the time and
in the circumstances in which it was made can be said to amount to a
statement that the accused committed the offence or which suggested the
inference that he committed the offence.” (emphasis added)

Thus under the Malaysian, Sri Lankan and Singaporean Evidence
legislation, the definition of a confession is wider; confession may
take the form of a direct admission of a crime charged or an inferential
admission of guilt by applying an objective test. This broad test was
judicially received in Malaysia by the Federal Court in Lemanit v
PP22and in Singapore in Suradet v PP23and Tong Chee Kong v
PP24among others. However Indian decision have interpreted the
meaning of confession restrictively in Pakala Narayana Swami v King
Emperor25:

“The confession must either admit in terms the offence or ……….all
the facts which constitute the offence. An admission of a gravely
incrimination of fact, even a conclusively incriminating fact is not of itself
a confession.”

For that matter in England, the mother of common law, the law
relating to confessions which still prevails in the Indian, Sri Lankan,
Malaysian and Singaporean Evidence Legislation has been superseded
by statute, the Police and Criminal Act 1984. Section 76(1) read
with Section 82(1), the sections have substantially recast law of
confession and given the latter term a much broader meaning.

Our rules on the admissibility of confession are taken from the
English Common Law.26 The locus classicus of the common law on
the rule relating to involuntary confessions is found in the celebrated
words of Lord Sumner in the seminal case of Ibrahim v R27that:

“It has long been established as a positive rule of English law that no
statement by an accused is admissible unless it is shown by the prosecution
to have been a voluntary statement, in the sense that it has been obtained
from him either by fear of prejudice or hope of advantage exercised or held
out by a person in authority”.



The substance of Lord Summer’s formulation is found in s 24
of the Evidence Act which reads:

“A confession made by an accused person is irrelevant in criminal proceeding
if the making of the confession appears to the Court to have been caused by
any inducement, threat or promise having reference to the charge against
the accused person, proceeding from a person in authority and sufficient in
the opinion of the Court to give the accused person grounds which would
appear to him reasonable for supposing that by making it he would gain
an advantage or avoid an evil of a temporal nature in reference to the
proceedings against him.”

A confession can only be admissible against its maker if it is proved
to be voluntary, which bears a highly technical meaning: i.e. a
confession must not have been obtained by inducement in the form
of fear of prejudice or hope of advantage, excited or held out by a
person in authority, or by oppression. The issue whether the
confession is a result of inducement, threat or promise or oppression
is normally determined by the trial judge at a voir dire or trial within
a trial, where the accused person has challenged the voluntariness of
his confession. The prosecution has to prove that the confession was
given voluntarily beyond a reasonable doubt.

In the celebrated case of Dato Mokhtar Hashim & Anor v PP28,
Abdoolcader FC said that:

“No statement by an accused is admissible in evidence unless it is shown by
the prosecution to have been a voluntary statement (Ibrahim v R [1914]
AC 599, 609 per Lord Sumner) and this test was accepted by the House of
Lords as the correct approach in DPP v Ping Lin [1975] 3 All ER 175, in
which the House said that it is not necessary before a statement is held to
be inadmissible because it is not shown to have been voluntary, that it
should be thought or held that there was impropriety in the conduct of the
person to whom the statement was made, and that what has to be considered
is whether a statement is shown to have been voluntary rather than one
brought about in one of the ways referred to. It appears from the decision
in Ping Lin (ante) that the classic test of the admissibility of an accused’s
confession that the prosecution must establish beyond reasonable doubt that
it was voluntary, in the sense that it was not obtained either by fear of

prejudice or hope of advantage created by a person in authority or by
oppression should be applied in a manner which is part objective and part
subjective.”

His Lordship then cited the New Zealand Court of Appeal case of R
v Wilson29where it was held that confessions obtained by tactics
amounting to compulsion should be excluded from evidence, and
that whether a case is of that kind is a question of fact and degree.
Thus by accepting the principle in Ping Lin30 and Wilson31 the Federal
Court endorsed the idea contained in s 24 itself that whether the
confession was a result of an inducement like fear of prejudice or
hope of advantage is a question which depends on the actual state of
the accused’s mind. Further, it affirmed the view that the voluntariness
test does not depend on the subjective intention to extract a confession
or on the need to employ actual impropriety. Abdoolcader FJ also
accepted oppression as one of the factors, though this is a question
of fact, rendering a consequent confession involuntary within the s
24.

Thus by judicially accepting the rules enunciated in Ping Lin32,
the Federal Court endorsed the view inherent in s 24, that whether
a confession was as a result of inducement like fear of prejudice or
hope of advantage is a question which depends on the actual state
of mind of the accused. It also affirmed the view that the
voluntariness test does not depend on the subjective intention to
extract the confession on the need to employ actual impropriety
by the person in authority. The Federal Court also accepted
oppression as one of the factors that can render a confession
involuntary, though this is a question of fact. In PP v Law
Say Seck& Ors33, Sharma J neatly put the law in its proper
perspective.

“If it appears to the court that the statement was caused by any
inducement, threat or promise, it must be clear that such a statement
is relevant under s 24 of the Evidence Ordinance. In order that an
act or omission may amount to an inducement, threat or promise,
three things must be satisfied:

(1) One should be able to say that without it the person would
not have made a statement,



(2) It should be such as would make the person suppose that
the advantage to be gained or evil avoided would be a
temporal nature,

(3) It should be sufficient in the opinion of the court to make
the accused suppose that he would get the advantage.

It is left to the court entirely to form its own opinion as to whether
an inducement, threat or promise held out in any particular case was
sufficient to lead the person to suppose that he would gain an
advantage of a temporal nature. In doing so, the mind of the person
making the statement has to be judged, rather than that of the person
in authority. In scrutinizing a case of this kind the court has to
perform a threefold functions: it has to determine the sufficiency of
inducement of inducement, threat or promise; it has to clothe itself
with the mentality of the accused to see whether the grounds would
appear to the accused reasonable for a supposition mentioned in s
24 of the Evidence Ordinance; lastly it has to judge as a court if the
confession appears to have been caused in consequence of any
inducement, threat or promise.”

In Md Desa bin Hashim v PP34, Gopal Sri Ram JCA said:

Secondly, the phrase “appears to the court” contained in s 24 refers to a set
of circumstances, adduced in evidence, which point to a well-grounded
suspicion that the confession was involuntary.

In Aziz bin Muhammad Din v PP35, the High Court emphasized
that the inducement, threat or promise etc. must have “caused” the
accused to make a confession. To determine involuntariness the mere
existence of the threat, inducement or promise is not enough. One
should be able to say that without it the person would not have made
the confession. Hence, an inducement threat or promise per se is
insufficient to render the confession inadmissible.

The law that can be distilled from Dato Mokhtar Hashim & Anor v
PP36 which accepted the rationales decidendi of Ibrahim v R37and
DPP v Ping Lin38 is that a confession obtained as a result of

inducement, threat, promise or as a result of oppressive conduct when
a person’s will had crumbled will not be admissible because such
confession is not voluntary. The hope of advantage of fear of prejudice
renders the resultant confession involuntary. A confession given under
inducement etc. may be given willingly but still under s 24 it is
involuntary because it was not given spontaneously.

J. D. Heydon comments that “inducement” is usually defined
in the double form: “fear of prejudice or hope of advantage”, nothing
ought to turn on this dichotomy between threats and promises. The
two links are really the same because in any given case the inducement
can be regarded either way. An accused person has always two
alternatives, pleasant if he confesses, painful if he does not. Sometimes
the carrying out of the threat or promise involves a change in the
status quo (the beginning of the beating; see for example the glaring
local case PP v Kamde bin Raspani39, e.g. continuation of a beating).
So the accused in confessing has made a choice, he has consciously
uttered certain words and his conduct is voluntary.

The evidence Act has not defined “inducement”. Therefore, no
inflexible rule can be laid down. Whether there was inducement or
not depends on the facts of the case.

In Dato Mokhtar Hashim’s case the Federal Court accepted the
principle that oppressive conduct as a result of which the accused is
made to confess will also render a confession involuntary and therefore
caught by the ban in s 24. The Federal Court accepted the principle
enunciated in R v Prager40.

When talking of oppression it is useful to bear in mind the words
of Lord Parker CJ in Callis v Gunn41 who in reference to statements
made by accused persons to the police, said that:

“….it was a fundamental principle of law that no answer to a question
and no statement is admissible unless it is shown by the prosecution not to
have been obtained in an oppressive manner and to have been voluntary
in the sense that it has not been obtained by threats or inducements.



In R v Prager42 in which a confession of a sergeant in the RAF on
charges of espionage was made after a prolonged, though interrupted,
interrogation was held not to have resulted from oppression. The
English Court of Appeal adopted the statement made by Sachs J in
R v Priestley43 that:

…..whether or not there is oppression in an individual case depends upon
many elements. They include such things as the length of time of any
individual period of questioning, whether the accused person had been
given proper refreshments or not and the characteristics of the person who
makes the statement. What may be oppressive as regards a child, an invalid
or an old man or somebody inexperienced in the ways of this world may
turn out not to be oppressive when one finds that the accused person is of a
tough character and an experienced man in the ways of the world.

The court also relied on Lord MacDermott’s quotation that:

Questioning which by its nature, duration or other attendant circumstances
(including the fact of custody) excites hopes (such as hope of release) or
fears, or so affects the mind of the suspect that his will crumbles and he
speaks when otherwise he would have remained silent.

In Dato Mokhtar Hashim,44 Abdoolcader FJ cited with approval the
New Zealand Court of Appeal case of R v Wilson45 to illustrate an
example of a confession made invalid as a result of “oppression”.
The defendant had been subjected to prolonged interrogation in the
confinement of a small room, which was held to be unfair and
oppressive. It was there said that there was accordingly “oppression”.
The Court of Appeal reiterated that confessions obtained by
overbearing the will of a person in custody by tactics amounting to
compulsion should not be received in evidence. Whether a case was
of that kind was a question of fact and degree.

On the authority of this case, the learned FJ held that in the case
before them since one of the appellant’s confession was taken after
prolonged interrogation, at odd hours in the early mornings and
under unfair conditions and considering the fact that the appellant
was an old man, there was no doubt that the confession was a
result of oppressive conduct of the police. Abdoolcader FJ said (at p
273):

As to the long and odd hours of interrogation .…. this would appear to be
suggestive of oppression within the definition thereof of Sachs J in R v
Priestly, which was adopted in R v Prager. We are told by the public
prosecutor that this might be the method adopted by the Special Branch,
but if we are to approbate and endorse the whims and fancies of
interrogators in the systems they choose to utilize, we might as well
countenance an interrogator’s preference to stand a man on his head or
hang him up by his toenails whilst questioning him so as to better enhance
the flow of blood to his cerebral cavity and stimulate his noetic faculties
and recollection of past and recent events. (emphasis provided by the writers)
We need hardly remind those involved in the interrogation of witnesses
and accused persons that any method adopted in the process outside accepted
norms and standards must be able to withstand the test of strict crucial
scrutiny.

Thus according to the principles adumbrated in the above cases the
confession was ruled to be made involuntary and should have been
excluded.

That oppression as a ground of exclusion has gained acceptance
in our criminal jurisprudence is further furnished by PP v Lee
CheeMeng46and PP v Veerankutty47.

In Hasibullah bin Mohd Ghazali48, Edgar Joseph Jr SCJ said:

On a further ground also, the judge ought to have excluded the appellant’s
alleged confession having regard to the oppressive circumstances under which
it was made (assuming for one moment that it was made at all). There is
high authority for the proposition that the “voluntariness” test has been
expanded to include within its ambit, statements which are rendered
inadmissible by reason of the fact that they were obtained under oppressive
circumstances. It is true that the provisions of proviso (a) to s 37A(1) of
the Act which repeat s 24 of the Evidence Act 1950, do not provide for this
as a ground for excluding a confession by an accused person, but the
authority to which we shall be referring in a moment, appears to have
incorporated the common law.

The “high authority” which the learned SCJ referred to was Dato
Mokhtar Hashim. He also referred to R v Priestly49 as to the meaning
of “oppression”, as well as to R v Fulling50. Edgar Joseph felt that:

In the instant appeal, the judge failed to recognize that psychological
oppression can be more insidious than, and just as effective, as physical



pressure on a suspect, who in many cases will be incapable of evaluating its
effect upon him and not sufficiently articulate to explain the circumstances
and effect to the court. In this context the judge should have, but did not
recognize, that the technique adopted by Giam in questioning the appellant
soon after he had been forced out of bed where he had been sound asleep,
during the early hours of the morning, and while handcuffed, could have
implied some impropriety on the part of Giam, however slight.

In Mohd Desab Hashim v PP51, the Federal Court was of the opinion:

…. that the circumstances to which we have referred, when taken together,
are sufficient to create a reasonable suspicion in the mind of a court that
the whole of the statement was involuntary, a product of a mind which
was tainted with pressure.

As discussed earlier, the rationale for admitting confessions was that
such statements, unlike other forms of hearsay, were inherently
reliable, because it was very unlikely that the suspect “would confess
to any crime he had not committed that it was safe to rely upon the
truth of what he said”.52

In fact, a confession even if not corroborated by any other
evidence can found a conviction on its own. On the other hand, the
primary reason for excluding confessions obtained in dubious
circumstances was a concern that they were inherently unreliable,
rather than a concern that admitting them encouraged abusive police
methods or brought the criminal justice system into disrepute. Such
views have sometimes been reiterated, in modern times. For example
in R v Mason53, Watkins LJ, commenting on a deceit practiced by
the police to obtain a confession, observed that it was not excluded
simply because it was police misbehavior of a particular serious kind.
He said that the courts are not “the place to discipline the police”.
However, recent cases also suggest other factors, including a
disciplinary function is sometimes at work when confessions are
excluded. In R v Mushtaq54, a majority of the House of Lords observed
that the rule against admitting involuntary confessions are not based
solely upon their potential unreliability but also on the principle

that a man cannot be compelled to incriminate himself, and upon
the importance attached in a civilized society to proper behavior by
the police towards those in their custody.

No doubt, the potential reliability of a confession obtained in
dubious circumstances remains an important justification for having
a special regime for such evidence. However, society has also begun
to understand the risk of untruthful confessions since the 1980, as
in the 1770s. As a result of increased judicial awareness from exposure
to recent research, courts now recognize that false confessions can be
obtained from suspects with psychological vulnerabilities, even where
the interview is conducted in circumstances that are not overtly
malign. This may be the case because the suspect is highly suggestible.

The refinements of Lord Summer’s definition for a confession to be
admissible in Ibrahim v R, in due course developed a highly technical
meaning and were difficult to apply, and often produced undesirable
results. They were much criticized and proposals were made for their
reform, both in England and Australia. The [English] Law Revision
Committee suggested that the law be recast so that confessions
obtained by oppression continue to be excluded, but in the case of
inducement, the crucial question should be whether the confession
is reliable.55 The proposal have been in substance enacted in section
76 of the [English] Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984, which
provides a new code for the admissibility of confessions, making it
clear that the new law is to apply to all statements made by the accused
and wholly or partly adverse to him, whether they would formally
have been classified as ‘admissions’ or ‘confessions’. The Australian
law too has followed its English counterpart by enacting a more
liberal code for the reception of confessions through the Australian
Evidence 199556. The regulatory regime is simpler and clearly less
technical.

It is clear that regulatory regime of the common law as
encapsulated in s 24 of the Evidence Act has become too formalistic
and clogged by complicated technical judicial interpretations. So



much so that it cries out for an urgent reformative action to unclog
the rust of technical rules in favour of a clear, transparent, fair and
just regulatory code on the lines of the English and Australian
enlightened and clearer and fairer regimes.

‘Iqrar’ literally means admission or declaration or recognition57.
Terminologically, it refers to a statement or information of a right of
another against the maker58. Epistemologically, al-iqrar is the term
used in civil or property matters and the term al-i’tiraf is used in
criminal cases but the former is now commonly used in both cases.
The legality of al-iqrar is sanctioned by the Quran in general form.59

Perhaps through the Traditions of the Prophet (that is, Sunnahof the
Prophet either in the form of sayings, deeds or approvals), the
application of al-iqrar became obvious. In one of the famous tradition
of the Prophet stated:

“A man came to the Prophet while the Prophet was sitting in the Mosque
and addressed to him by saying: ‘O Allah’s Messenger! I have committed
an illegal sexual intercourse’. The Prophet turned his face away from
him. Then ……when he confessed four times, the prophet called him
and asked; ‘Are you mad?’ He replied: ‘No. O Allah’s messenger’. The
Prophet asked again: ‘Are you Married?’ He said: ‘Yes, O Allah’s
messenger’. Then the Prophet ordered:’ Take him away and stone him to
death.”60

Al-iqrar has been statutorily accepted as a form of evidence and is
defined in most Syariah (in Malay language, Shari‘ah is spelled as
syariah) Enactments in Malaysia. For an example under Syariah Court
Evidence (Federal Territories) Act 1997, section 17(1) defines iqrar
as “an admission made by a person, in writing or orally or by gesture,
stating that he is under an obligation or liability to another person
in respect of some right.

Thus iqrar will be admissible under the Shari‘ah rules in Malaysia
if made by any of three forms, namely; orally, in writing, or by
gesture.61 It can be made in court, before a Judge, or outside the
court, before two witnesses who are adults (baligh), sane (‘aqil) and
just (adil).62

For an iqrar to be valid, the maker of the admission or confession
(al-muqir) must fulfil the following conditions:63

(1) He must be of sound mind (al-’aql). Any iqrar made by a
person of unsound mind is void and inadmissible.

(2) He must have reached the age of puberty (al-bulugh).
However, an exception to this rule is made in the case of a
minor of discerning age (mumaiz) who has been authorised
by his wali or guardian to deal with property.

(3) The iqrar must be voluntarily (al-ikhtiyari). Any element of
force or coercion would invalidate an iqrar.

(4) He must have legal capacity to do so, that is, he must not be
a person who is restrained from administering his own
property, such as a mentally retarded person or a bankrupt.64

Islamic jurists have added an additional requirement, that is,
the al-muqirmust be free from suspicion (‘Adam Tuhmah) or prejudice
or jeopardy so as to avoid iqrar from false or tainted.65 For instance,
an iqrar made by a person in a state of mortal sickness (marad al-
maut) in relation to his liability or obligation to one of his heirs is
not valid.66

The person who benefits from an iqrar or al-muqar lahu need
not be an adult or a person of sound mind67 The only criteria is that
he must be capable of holding a right or interest.68 Some Islamic
jurists require that he must not have waived his right or interest in
relation to the subject matter of the iqrar.69

Islamic jurists have stipulated certain conditions pertaining to the
subject matter (al-muqarbih) of an iqrar, inter alia:

(1) The subject matter must be acceptable and probable by
reasoning (‘aql) as well as by Islamic law.70

(2) The fact admitted must be absolute.71

(3) The subject mattermust be specifically identified. However,
this requirement does not apply to the rights of mankind



(haq al-’adami) with regard to property matters.72 This rule
applies only to criminal matters including those involving
the right of Allah(haq al-Allah), such as adultery and drinking
(al-shurb).73 In such cases, the fact admitted must specifically
refer to the type of crime committed.74

(4) The subject mattermust not infringe onthe rights of others.75

For instance, an iqrar made by a person in a state of mortal
sickness (marad al-maut) in relation to his liability or
obligation to one of his heirs is not valid unless the rest of
his heirs have assented to it.76

A special condition has been imposed by Islamic jurists on
iqrarinvolving hududoffences. This condition requires a certain
number (nisab) of iqrarto be made in certain cases, for instance in a
case of adultery, the iqrar must be repeated four times.77

Iqrar is conclusive proof only against the maker. The Islamic legal
maxims state:

“Evidence is proof which has a transitive effect, and an admission is a
proof which is restricted in its effect.”78

“by his admission one is condemned.”79

It cannot be used as direct evidence against a co-accused. This is the
majority view of the Islamic jurists based on the hadith reported by
SahlibnSaad:

“A man came to the Prophet and confessed that he had committed adultery
with a woman named by him. The Prophet (s.a.w.) sent a messenger for
the woman and enquired from her about it. She denied the allegation.
The Prophet punished the male but acquitted the female.”80

It was however opined that this co-accused’s confessional statement
may, however, be used as circumstantial evidence (qarinah) against
her.81

In Islamic law whether an iqrar can be retracted or not depends on
two situations: (1) if the iqraris made in respect of an individual’s

right or rights of mankind (haq al-’adami), it cannot be retracted by
the maker of the admission (muqir);82 (2) if the iqraris made in respect
of the right of Allah (haq al-Allah), itcan be retracted. The jurists
rely on the case of Ma’izibn Malik who, when he felt that the intensity
of the punishment (stoning), managed to escape; one of the
companions who was in that place had chased him and continued
stoning him until death. When this incident was reported to the
Prophet (s.a.w.), he said: “why did you not let him go, perhaps
he has repented and Allah forgives him.”83 It is argued that the
Prophet (s.a.w.) had equated his act of running away as a form of
retraction.84

The upshot is that the execution of haddpunishment must be
suspended where a person retracts his confession before or during
the enforcement of the hadd because the existence of doubt may
exist by virtue of his retraction. However, this principle does not
apply to qadhafand qisasas the rights of men (huquq al-’adamiyin)
are dominantly involved in both these cases.85 Where a person’s
conviction is based solely on his confession, his retraction must be
accepted and he must be absolved from hadd punishment.86

It is worth noting that all Shari‘ah enactments in the states of
Malaysia are glaringly silent on this issue. Thus, it is submitted that
the general clause that states, “If any matter which is not provided
for or is not clearly stated in this Act, the Court shall refer to Islamic
Law,” could be invoked.87

From the appraisal of the regulatory legal regime relating law of
confessions under the old common law as embodied in the Evidence
Act 1950, and the Shari‘ah, the principles that can be distilled are
that while the common law regulatory has become enmeshed in a
thicket of formalism writ large, not at all being accused friendly, the
principles underlying the Shari‘ah regulatory regime leans heavily in
favour protecting the accused from being coerced into confessing at
every stage.

The vigilance of the Shari‘ah to ensure at every stage that the
confession can only be admitted against the accused in exceptional



circumstances and under strict conditions, is in contrast to the regime
under common law.

Shari‘ah is earnest in ensuring that the accused’s confession can
only be admitted to mete out and uphold justice.

The common law lags far behind, and perhaps this is the right
time for our judiciary to tap the just and fair principlesunder law of
confession under Shari‘ah and incorporate into the Malaysian
common law.
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